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Appearances, can be misleading 
  
Appearances delight us, whereas things which do not appear make their believing hard. 
Now evils are the more apparent things, whereas the Good can never show Itself to the eyes, for It has 

neither form nor figure. The Good is like Itself alone, and unlike all things else. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from the 'Cup [or Monad]'  

  
 

Body 
  
Now for a body that can be dissolved, there are two "times"—the period from its sowing until its birth, 

and from its birth until its death; but for an everlasting body, the time only from birth [sempiternity]. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
 

Body, as enemy 
  
Unless you first shall hate your Body, son, you cannot love your Self. But if you love your Self you will 

have Mind, and having Mind you will share in the Gnosis. 
It is not possible, my son, to give yourself to both—I mean to things that perish and to things divine. 

For seeing that existing things are two-fold, Body and Bodiless, in which the perishing and the divine are 
understood, the man who has the will to choose is left the choice of one or other; for it can never be that the 
two should meet. And in those souls to whom the choice is left, the waning of the one causes the other's 
growth to show itself. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from the 'Cup [or Monad]'  
  
 

Body, relation to spirit 
  
So there are three: "God, the Father and the Good", Cosmos and man. 
God contains Cosmos; Cosmos contains man. Cosmos is ever God's Son, man as it were Cosmos's 

child. 
It is not, however, that God ignores man; rather, he knows him right well and wills also to be known. 

And this is the sole salvation for a man—God's Gnosis. This is the Way Up to the Mount. 
By Him alone can the soul become good, not whiles is good, whiles evil, but good out of necessity. 
An infant's soul is not yet cut off from the ‘world-soul’ because its body is still small and not as yet 

come unto its full bulk, and so is still a thing of beauty, because not yet befouled by the body's passions, but 
still all but hanging from the Cosmic Soul! 

But when the body grows in bulk and draws down the soul into its mass, then the soul cuts itself off and 
brings upon itself forgetfulness, and no longer shares in the Beautiful and Good. And this forgetfulness 
becomes vice. 

It is the same for them who go out from the body [at death]. For when the soul withdraws into itself, the 
spirit contracts itself within the blood, and soul within the spirit. And then the mind, stripped of its 
wrappings, and naturally divine, taking to itself a fiery body, traverses every space, after abandoning the 
soul to its judgment and whatever chastisement it deserves. 

In a body made of earth it is impossible that the mind should take its seat itself by its own self in 
nakedness. For neither is it possible on the one hand that the earthy body should contain such immortality, 
nor on the other that so great a virtue should endure a body passible in such close contact with it. It takes, 
then, the soul for, as it were, an envelope. 

And soul itself, being too a thing divine, uses the spirit as its envelope, while it is spirit that pervades 
the living creature. 

When then the mind frees itself from the earth-body, it straightway puts on its proper robe of fire, with 
which it could not dwell in an earth-body. 

For earth does not bear fire; for it is all set in a blaze even by a small spark. And for this cause water is 
poured round earth, to be a guard and wall, to keep the blazing of the fire away. 



 

 

But mind, the swiftest thing of all divine out-thinkings, and swifter than all elements, has fire for its 
body. 

For mind is the builder and uses the fire as tool for the construction of all things—the Mind of all for 
the construction of all things, but that of man only for things on earth. 

Stripped of its fire, the mind on earth cannot make things divine, for it is human in its dispensation [its 
‘economy’]. 

The soul in man, however—not every soul, but one that is pious—is a daimonic something and divine. 
And such a soul when freed from the body, if it has fought the fight of piety—the fight of piety is to 

know God and to do wrong to no man—such a soul becomes entirely mind. 
Whereas the impious soul remains in its own essence, chastised by its own self, and seeking for an 

earthy body where to enter, if only it be human. 
But no other body can contain a human soul; nor is it right that any human soul should fall into the body 

of a thing that possesses no reason. For the law of God is this: to guard the human soul from such 
tremendous outrage. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The Key'  
  
 

Change, and impermanence 
  
What then is the first Truth? The One and Only—He who is not of matter, or in body, the colourless, 

the figureless, the changeless One, He who does not alter, who ever is. 
But the untrue perishes. All things, however, on the earth that perish—the Forethought of the True has 

comprehended them, and does and will encompass them. 
For birth cannot be without corruption; corruption follows every birth, in order that it may be born 

again. 
For things that are born must of necessity be born from things that are destroyed; and things that have 

been born, must of necessity be once again destroyed, in order that the genesis of things existent may not 
stop. 

First, then, we must recognize him as the Demiurge for birth-and-death of all existent things. 
Things that are born out of destruction, then, must of necessity be false—in that they are becoming now 

these things, now those. For it is impossible that they should become the same. 
But that which is not the "same"—how can it possibly be “true”? 
Such things we should, then, call appearances; for instance, if we give the man his proper designation, 

we ought to designate him a man's appearance—and so the child a child's appearance, the youth a youth's 
appearance, the man a man's appearance, the old man similarly. 

For man is not a man, nor child a child, nor youth a youth, nor grown up man a grown up man, nor aged 
man an aged man. 

But as they change they are untrue—both pre-existent things and things existent. 
But think of them in this way, even these untruths are energies dependent from above from Truth itself. 
And this being so, I say that untruth is Truth's in-working and operation. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Truth'  
  
 

Children, as, child-like,  innocence 
  
Behold an infant's soul that is not yet cut off, because its body is still small and not as yet come unto its 

full bulk. ... A thing of beauty altogether is such a soul to see, not yet befouled with body's passions, still all 
but hanging from the Cosmic Soul. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2  
  
 

Cosmology, cosmos 
  
But God's Wisdom—what is that? 
The Good and Beautiful, and Blessedness, and Virtue's all, and Aeon. 
Aeon, then, orders [Cosmos], imparting deathlessness and lastingness to matter. 



 

 

For its becoming depends on Aeon, as Aeon does on God. Now Genesis [or becoming] and Time, in 
Heaven and on the Earth, are of two natures. 

In Heaven they are unchangeable and indestructible, but on the Earth they are subject to change and 
destruction. 

Further, the Aeon’s soul is God; the Cosmos' soul is Aeon; the Earth's soul is Heaven. 
And God is in Mind; and Mind, in Soul; and Soul, in Matter; and all of them through Aeon. 
But all this Body [Cosmos] in which are all the bodies, is full of Soul; and Soul is full of Mind, and 

[Mind] of God. 
Soul fills bodies from within, and from without encircles it, making the All to live. 
Without, this vast and perfect Life [Soul] encircles the Cosmos; within, it fills it with all lives; above, in 

Heaven, continuing in sameness; below, on Earth, changing and becoming. 
And Aeon preserves this [Cosmos], through Necessity, and by Foreknowledge, or by Nature, or by 

whatever else a man supposes or shall suppose. And all is energized by God. 
The Energy of God is Power that nothing can ever surpass, a Power with which no one can make 

comparison of any human thing at all, or any thing divine. 
So never think that any things above or things below are like to God, for you will fall from the truth. 

For nothing is like to That which has no like, and is Alone and One. 
And do not ever think that any other can possibly possess His power; for what apart from Him is there 

of life, and deathlessness and change of quality? For what else should He make other than those things 
which are like to Himself? 

God is not inactive, since all things then would lack activity; for all are full of God. 
But neither in the Cosmos anywhere, nor in anything else, is there inaction. For that "inaction" is a 

name that cannot be applied to either what makes or what is made [or becomes]. 
But all things must be made; both ever made, and also in accordance with the influence of every space. 
For He who makes, is in them all; not established in just some one of them, nor making one thing only, 

but making all. 
For being Power, He energizes in the things He makes and is not independent of them—although the 

things He makes are subject to Him. 
Gaze through one’s spiritual sight upon the Cosmos that is now subject to your sight; regard its Beauty 

carefully—Body in pure perfection, though none more ancient exists, ever in the prime of life, and ever-
young, rather, in even fuller and yet fuller prime! 

See how all things are full of light, and nowhere is there fire; for it is the love and blending of the 
contraries and the dissimilars that gives birth to light shining down by the energy of God, the Father of all 
good, the Leader of all order, and Ruler of the seven world-orderings! 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Mind unto Hermes'  
  
The people call change death, because the body is dissolved, and life, when it is dissolved, withdraws to 

the unmanifest. But the Cosmos also suffers change—for a part of it each day is made to be in the 
unmanifest—yet it is never dissolved. 

These are the passions of the Cosmos—revolvings and concealments; revolving is conversion and 
concealment renovation. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Mind unto Hermes'  
  
The space from height of heaven to the moon devotes itself to the gods and stars and to the rest of 

providence; the space from the moon to us is the dwelling place of souls. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'from the Sermon of Isis to Horus'  

  
There are God; Aeon [eternity]; Cosmos; Time; Becoming [genesis]. 
God makes Aeon; Aeon, Cosmos; Cosmos, Time; and Time, Becoming. 
The Good—the Beautiful, Wisdom, Blessedness—is essence, as it were, of God; of Aeon, Sameness; of 

Cosmos, Order; of Time, Change; and of Becoming, Life and Death. 
The energies of God are Mind and Soul; of Aeon, lastingness [duration] and deathlessness; of Cosmos, 

restoration and its opposite; of Time, increase and decrease; and of Becoming, quality. 
Aeon is, then, in God; Cosmos, in Aeon; in Cosmos, Time; in Time, Becoming. 
Aeon stands firm round God; Cosmos is moved in Aeon; Time has its limits [is accomplished] in the 

Cosmos; Becoming becomes in Time. 



 

 

The source, therefore, of all is God; their essence, Aeon; their matter, Cosmos. 
God's power is Aeon; Aeon's work is Cosmos—which never ‘has’ become, but always becomes by 

Aeon. 
Therefore Cosmos will never be destroyed, for Aeon is indestructible; and nothing perishes in Cosmos, 

for Cosmos is enwrapped by Aeon round on every side. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Mind unto Hermes'  

  
What is the activity of life? Is it not motion? What then in the Cosmos is there that has no motion? 

Nothing at all! 
And it is impossible that the Earth [Nature] could engender without motion. 
Generally all that is in Cosmos is being moved for decrease or for increase. 
Now that which is kept moving, also lives; but there is no necessity that that which lives, should all be 

the same. 
For being simultaneous, the Cosmos, as a whole, is not subject to change, but all its parts are subject to 

its control; yet nothing of it is subject to corruption, or destruction. 
It is the terms employed that confuse men. For it is not genesis that constitutes life, but sensation; it is 

not change that constitutes death, but forgetfulness. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'About the Common Mind'  

  
Who then is this material God of whom you are speaking? 
The Cosmos is beautiful, but is not good—because it is material and freely passible [capable of 

suffering]; and though it is the first of all things passible, yet it is in the second rank of being and wanting 
in itself. 

And though it never had itself a birth in time, but ever is, yet its being is in becoming, becoming for all 
time the genesis of qualities and quantities; for it is mobile and the genesis of all material motion. 

It is intelligible [noetic] rest that moves material motion in this way, since Cosmos is a sphere—that is 
to say, a head. And nothing of a head is above the material, as nothing of the feet is below the intelligible 
[mental], but all is material. 

And head, itself moved in a sphere-like way—that is to say, as a head should move, is mind. 
All then that are united to the "tissue" of this "head" (in which is soul) are in their nature free from 

death—just as when body has been made in soul, are things that have more soul than body. 
Whereas those things which are at greater distance from this "tissue", which have a greater share of 

body than of soul, are by their nature subject to death. 
The whole, however, is a life; so that the universe consists of both the hylic and of the intelligible. 
 Again, the Cosmos is the first of living things, while man is second after it, though first of things 

subject to death. 
Man has the same ensouling power in him as all the rest of living things; yet is he not only not good, but 

even evil, because he is subject to death. 
Even though the Cosmos also is not good in that it suffers motion, it is not evil, in that it is not subject 

to death. But man, because he is subject both to motion and to death, is evil. 
Now the principles of man have this structure: mind in the reason (logos), the reason in the soul, soul in 

the spirit, and spirit in the body. 
The spirit, pervading the body by means of veins and arteries and blood, bestows upon the living 

creature motion, and as it were bears it in a way. 
For this cause some think that the soul is blood, in that they mistake its nature, not knowing that at 

death it is the spirit that must first withdraw into the soul, whereon the blood congeals and veins and 
arteries are emptied, and then the living creature is withdrawn; and this is the body's death. 

Now all things depend on One Source; while Source depends on the One and Only. Source is, 
moreover, moved to become Source again; whereas the One stands perpetually and is not moved. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The Key'  
  
 

Creation 
  
God's works are seen by the eyes; but how He made them, is not seen even by the mind. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, quoted by Lactantius  



 

 

Creation, as an image  of God 
  
Aeon, moreover, is God's image; Cosmos is Aeon’s; the Sun, of Cosmos; and Man, the image of the 

Sun. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Mind unto Hermes'  

  
For truly first of all, eternal and transcending birth, is God the universe's Maker. Second he is "after His 

image", the Cosmos, brought into being by Him, sustained and fed by Him, made deathless, as by his own 
Sire, living for ever, and ever free from death. 

Now that which lives for ever, differs from the Eternal; for the Eternal hath not been brought to being 
by another, and even if He have been ‘brought to being’, He hath not ‘been’ brought into being by Himself, 
but ever ‘is’ brought into being. 

For the Eternal, in that It is eternal, is the all. The Father is Himself eternal of Himself, but Cosmos hath 
become eternal and immortal by the Father. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, From 'That No One of Existing Things doth Perish, but 
Men in Error Speak of Their Changes as Destructions and as Deaths'  

  
 

Creation, as hierarchy 
  
So should you give praise to God and pray that you may have thy mind Good. It is, then, to a better 

state that the soul passes; it cannot then go to a worse. 
Further there is an intercourse of souls; those of the gods have intercourse with those of men, and those 

of men with souls of creatures which possess no reason. 
The higher, further, have in charge the lower; the gods look after men, men after irrational animals, 

while God has charge of all; for He is higher than them all and all are less than He. 
Cosmos is subject, then, to God, man to the Cosmos, and irrationals to man. But God is over them all, 

and God contains them all. 
God's rays, to use a figure, are His energies; the Cosmos's are natures; the arts and sciences are man's. 
The energies act through the Cosmos, thence through the nature-rays of Cosmos upon man; the nature-

rays act through the elements; and man acts through the sciences and arts. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The Key'  

  
 

Creation, by design 
  
And no one says that a statue or a picture comes to be without a sculptor or without a painter; does then 

such workmanship as this exist without a Worker? What depth of blindness, what deep impiety, what depth 
of ignorance! 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Though Unmanifest God is most Manifest'  
  
 

Creation, is good conjoined with truth 
  
Wisdom conceived by mind in silence, such is the matter and the womb from out which man is born, 

and the true Good [is] the seed. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2  

  
 

Creation, is perpetual 
  
Just as God has no end and no beginning, so does His creating have no end and no beginning. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Definitions of Asclepius to King Ammon'  
  
 
 



 

 

Death 
  
Increase you in increasing, and multiply in multitude, you creatures and creations all; and man that has 

Mind in him, let him learn to know that he himself is deathless, and that the cause of death is love, though 
Love is all. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, Poemandres ('Shepherd of Men')  
  
Life is the making-one of Mind and Soul; accordingly Death is not the destruction of those that are at-

oned, but the dissolving of their union. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Mind unto Hermes'  

  
There is not a single thing that is dead, or has been, or is, or will be dead in this Cosmos. 
For the Father willed it should have Life as long as it existed. Wherefore it needs must be a God. 
So how could there be dead things in the Cosmos, the image of the Father, in the plenitude [pleroma] of 

Life? 
For death is corruption, and corruption is destruction. 
How then could any part of that which knows no corruption be corrupted, or any part of him, as God, be 

destroyed? 
But the lives within it also do not die but are dissolved, being compound bodies. 
Now dissolution is not death, but dissolution of a compound; it is dissolved not so that it may be 

destroyed, but that it may become renewed. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'About the Common Mind'  

  
 

Death, experiences of 
  
When your material body is to be dissolved, first you surrender the body by itself to the work of change, 

and thus the form you used to have vanishes, and you surrender your way of life, void of its energy, to the 
Daimon. The body's senses next pass back into their sources, becoming separate, and resurrect as energies; 
and passion and desire withdraw into that nature which is void of reason. 

And so it is that man speeds his way thereafter upwards through the Harmony. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, Poemandres ('Shepherd of Men')  

  
 

Evil, origins and causes of 
  
It is not God, but ourselves who are the cause of evil things, preferring them to good. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2  
  
 

Eye(s) 
  
By light it is we see; by eyes we behold nothing. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Orphic tradition, Fragm. Monad., x, p. 504, Herm. 
(quoted in 'The Virgin of the World')  

  
 

Food, spiritual 
  
[from the Phrygian Mysteries] "If ye have eaten dead things and made living ones, what will ye make if 

ye eat living things?"  
And by "living things" they mean logoi and minds and men—the "pearls" of that Inexpressible Man 

cast into the plasm below. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1  

  
 



 

 

Gnosis, gnostics 
  
The beginning of Perfection is Gnosis of man, but Gnosis of God is perfect Perfection. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1  
  
 

God 
  
But men who love their bodies—such men will never contemplate the Vision of the Beautiful and 

Good. 
For what is that fair Beauty which has no form nor any colour, nor any mass or body? It is God only, or 

rather that which is still greater— the proper name of God. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of the Decans and the Stars'  

  
Good, is in none else save God alone; rather, Good is God Himself eternally. He stands not in need of 

any thing, so that desiring it He should be bad; nor can a single thing of things that are be lost to Him, on 
losing which He should be pained; for pain is part of bad. 

Nor is there anything superior to Him, that He should be subdued by it; nor any peer to Him to do Him 
wrong, or so that He should fall in love on its account; nor anything that gives no ear to Him, whereat He 
should grow angry; nor any wiser, for Him to envy. 

The name alone of Good is found in men, but the thing itself nowhere in them, for this can never be. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'In God alone is God and Elsewhere Nowhere'  

  
If you understand that One and Sole God, you will find nothing impossible; for It is all virtue. 
Think not that It may be in some one; say not that It is out of some one. 
It is without termination; It is the termination of all. 
Nothing contains It; for It contains all in Itself. 
What difference is there then between the body and the Incorporeal, the created and the Uncreated; that 

which is subject to necessity, and what is Free; between the things terrestrial and things Celestial, the things 
corruptible and things Eternal? 

Is it not that the One exists freely and that the others are subject to necessity? 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, quoted by Cyril of Alexandria  

  
Matter, Life, Spirit, Mind and Soul, of which whatever lives is composed, are all immortal. 
So whatever lives owes its immortality to the Mind, and most of all man, who is both a recipient of 

God, and co-essential with Him. 
Observe too that each one of the other lives inhabits one portion of the Cosmos—aquatic creatures 

water, terrene earth, and aery creatures air; while man uses all these— earth, water, air, and fire; he sees 
heaven, too, and contacts it with his [inner] sense. 

But God surrounds all, and permeates all, for He is energy and power; so it is not so difficult to 
conceive of God. 

But if you would also contemplate Him, and behold the ordering of the Cosmos, and see the orderly 
behaviour of its ordering; then examine the Necessity of things made manifest, and see the Providence of 
things that become and are becoming; and see how Matter is completely full of Life; and see this great God 
in movement, with all the good and noble ones—gods, daimones and men! 

For in the All there is nothing that is not God. And neither size, nor space, nor quality, nor form, nor 
time surrounds God, for He is All and surrounds all and permeates all. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'About the Common Mind'  
  
To understand [or think of] God is difficult, to speak of Him is impossible. 
For the Bodiless can never be expressed in body, the Perfect never can be comprehended by that which 

is imperfect, and it is difficult for the Eternal to make company with the ephemeral. 
The one is for ever, the other passes; the one is in the clarity of Truth, the other in the shadow of 

appearance. 
So far off from the stronger is the weaker, or the lesser from the greater, as is the mortal far from the 

Divine. 



 

 

It is the distance, then, between the two that dims the Vision of the Beautiful. 
For it is with the eyes that bodies can be seen, with the tongue that things seen can be spoken of; but 

That which has no body, that is un-manifest, and figureless, and is not made objective to us out of matter—
cannot be comprehended by our sense. 

What I have in mind, bubbling up in my mind, is that what cannot be spoken of, is God. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'On the Ineffability of God'  

  
 

God, as being itself 
  
For from Him comes the essence of being and being; wherefore is He called Father of being. For He is 

prior to being, the source of spiritual existences; wherefore also is He called Source of spiritual things. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Iamblichus  

  
 

God, as creator 
  
All things makeable are seeable; but He cannot be seen. And it is for this cause that He makes [creates], 

that He may not be able to be seen. 
He, therefore, ever makes; and therefore can He never be seen. 
Even though these are two, Maker and made, it is impossible that one should be without the other; and 

neither is it possible that "Maker" should exist without the "made", for each of them is one and the same 
thing. 

Wherefore it is no more possible for either of them to be parted from the other, than self can be from 
self. 

Now if the Maker is nothing else but That which makes, Alone, Simple, Uncompounded, it needs must 
do this making to Itself—to Which its Maker's making is "its being made". 

And as to all that's being made—it cannot be so made by being made by its own self; but it must needs 
be made by being made by another. Without the "Maker" "made" is neither made nor is; for the one without 
the other loses its proper nature by deprivation of that other. 
 If, then, all things have been admitted to be two—the "that which is being made" and "that which 
makes"—all then are one in the union of these—the "that which leads" and the "that which follows". 

The making God is "that which leads"; the "that which is being made", whatever it be, is the "that which 
follows". 

And do not be chary of things made because of their variety, from fear of attribution of a low estate and 
lack of glory to God. 

For His Glory is one—to make all things; and this is, as it were, God's Body. 
But by the Maker's self there is nothing that is bad or base. 
These things are passions which accompany the making process, as rust does brass and filth does the 

body; but neither does the brass-smith make the rust, nor the begetters of the body filth, nor God make evil. 
It is continuance in the state of being made that makes them lose, as it were, their bloom; and it is 

because of this that God has made Change, as though it were the making clean of genesis. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from the ‘Letter of Hermes to Asclepius’  

  
In this way He operates all things: 
To the immortals He distributes perpetual permanence; and with the upper hemisphere of His own 

Light—all that he sends above from out His other side, which looks to Heaven—He nourishes the deathless 
parts of the Cosmos. 

But with that side that sends down its Light, and shines round all of the hemisphere of Water, and of 
Earth, and Air, He vivifies it, and by births and changes keeps the animals in movement to and fro in these 
lower parts of the Cosmos. 

He changes them in a spiral fashion, and transforms them into one another, genus to genus, species into 
species, their mutual changes into one another being balanced—just as He does when He deals with the 
Great Bodies. 

For in the case of every body, its permanence consists in its transformation. 



 

 

In case of an immortal one, there is no dissolution; but when it is a mortal one, it is accompanied with 
dissolution. 

And this is how the deathless body differs from the mortal, and how the mortal one differs from the 
deathless. 

Moreover, as His Light is continuous, so is His Power of giving Life to lives continuous, and is not to 
be brought to an end either in space or in abundance. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Definitions of Asclepius to King Ammon'  
  
Just as a husbandman sows seeds in the ground, producing here wheat, there barley; or the same man 

planting vines or apples; so, in the same way, God sows Immortality in Heaven, Change on Earth, and Life 
and Motion in the universe. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from the ‘Letter of Hermes to Asclepius’  
  
Now were God manifest [created], He would not be. For all that is made manifest is subject to 

becoming, for it has been made manifest. But the Unmanifest for ever is, for He does not desire to be made 
manifest. It ever is, and makes manifest all other things. 

Being Himself unmanifest, as ever being and ever making-manifest, Himself is not made manifest. God 
is not made Himself; but by ‘thinking-manifest’ He thinks all things manifest [into being]. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Though Unmanifest God is most Manifest'  
  
 

God, as good itself 
  
But "God and Father and the Good" is cause for all to be. For It doth will to be, and It is both Itself and 

most of all by reason of Itself. Indeed, all other things beside are just because of It; for the distinctive 
feature of the Good is "that it should be known". 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The Key'  
  
God, therefore, is not Mind, but Cause that the Mind is; God is not Spirit, but Cause that Spirit is; God 

is not Light, but Cause that the Light is. Hence should one honour God with these two names [the Good 
and Father]—names which pertain to Him alone and no one else. 

For no one of the other so-called gods, no one of men, or daimones, can be in any measure Good, but 
God alone; and He is Good alone and nothing else. The rest of things are separable all from the Good's 
nature; for [all the rest] are soul and body, which have no space that can contain the Good. 

The rest of the immortal ones are nonetheless honoured with the name of God, and spoken of as gods; 
but God is Good not out of courtesy but out of nature. For that God's nature and the Good is one; one is the 
kind of both, from which all other kinds proceed. 

The Good is He who gives all things and receives nothing. God, then, gives all things and receives 
nothing. God, then, is Good, and Good is God. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'To Asclepius'  
  
What is God? The Good that nothing can change. 
What then is man? The bad that can be changed. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  
  
 

God, as unchanging 
  
In all things that are born, there is nothing stable, nothing fixed, nothing immoveable, in Heaven and on 

the Earth. 
God alone is immoveable [changeless], and rightly alone; for He Himself is in Himself, and by Himself, 

and round Himself, completely full and perfect. 
He is His own immoveable stability. Neither can He be moved by the pressure of some other one, nor 

[be] in the space of anyone. 
For in Him are all spaces, and He Himself alone is in them all. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The perfect Sermon'  



 

 

Good, and goodness 
  
Everything that has sensation is passively affected. The good is the voluntary: the bad is the 

involuntary. Nothing in heaven is in bondage. Nothing on earth is free. 
'Hermetica', Exc. XI  

  
 

Greed, gluttony, cupidity 
  
The Power from God, that against Avarice, is called Sharing-with-all. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from "The Secret Sermon on the Mountain"  
  
 

Heaven, paradise 
  
Nothing in the heaven is a slave; nothing on the earth is free. Nothing can not be known in heaven; 

nothing can be known on earth. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
The things on earth bestow no benefit on things in heaven; the things in heaven shower every benefit on 

things on earth. 
Of bodies everlasting heaven is the container; of those corruptible, the earth. 
Earth is irrational; the heaven is rational. 
The things in heaven are under it; the things on earth above the earth. Heaven is the first element; earth 

is the last. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
 

Hell, Hades 
  
How, then, is a man's soul chastised? 
What greater chastisement of any human soul can there be, son, than lack of piety? What fire has so 

fierce flame as lack of piety? What ravenous beast so mauls the body as lack of piety the very soul? 
Do you not see what hosts of ills the impious soul bears? 
It shrieks and screams: I burn; I am ablaze; I know not what to cry or do; ah, wretched me, I am 

devoured by all the ills that compass me about; alack, poor me, I neither see nor hear! 
Such are the cries wrung from a soul chastised; not, as the many think or suppose, that a man's soul, 

after passing from the body, is changed into a beast. 
Such is a very grave mistake, for the way a soul doth suffer chastisement is this: 
When mind becomes a daimon [after death], the law requires that it should take a fiery body to execute 

the services of God; and, entering into an impious soul, it scourges it with whips made of its sins. 
And then the impious soul, scourged with its sins, is plunged in murders, outrage, blasphemy, in 

violence of all kinds, and all the other things whereby mankind is wronged. 
But on the pious soul the mind mounts and guides it to the Gnosis' Light. And such a soul never tires in 

songs of praise to God and pouring blessing on all men, and doing good in word and deed to all, in 
imitation of its Sire. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The Key'  
  
 

Help, from God 
  
The Mind is of God's very essence—(if there is such a thing as the essence of God)—and what that is, it 

and it only knows precisely. 
The Mind, then, is not separated off from God's essentiality, but is united unto it, as light to the sun. 
This Mind in men is God, and for this cause some of mankind are gods, and their humanity is close to 

divinity. 



 

 

For the Good Daimon said: "Gods are immortal men, and men are mortal gods." 
But in irrational lives Mind is their nature. For where there is Soul, there too is Mind; just as where 

there is Life, there also is Soul. 
But in irrational lives their soul is life devoid of mind; for Mind is the in-worker of the souls of men for 

good—He works on them for their own good. 
In irrational lives He co-operates with each one's nature; but in the souls of men He acts against them. 
For every soul, when it becomes embodied, is instantly depraved by pleasure and by pain. 
For in a compound body, just like in juices, both pain and pleasure seethe, and the soul is plunged into 

them when entering the body. 
To those souls over which the Mind presides, it shows its own light, by acting counter to their 

prepossessions, just as a good physician inflicts pain on the body prepossessed by sickness, by burning or 
lancing it for sake of health. 

In just the same way the Mind inflicts pain on the soul, to rescue it from pleasure, from which comes all 
its ills. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'About the Common Mind'  
  
 

Humans, makeup, nature of 
  
From the two natures, the deathless and mortal, He made one nature—that of man—one and the self-

same thing; and having made the self-same man both somehow deathless and somehow mortal, He brought 
him forth, and set him up between the godlike and immortal nature and the mortal, so that seeing all he 
might wonder at all. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Lactantius  
  
The mortal form changes with every day. It is turned by time to growth and waning, as being an untrue 

thing. 
What then is true? 
That which is never troubled, which cannot be defined; that has no colour, nor any figure, that has no 

garment; that which is comprehensible to itself alone, which does not suffer change; which no body can 
contain. 

It is that which is borne upward like fire, yet is borne down like earth, that which is moist like water, yet 
blows like air, how can one perceive this with sense—the that-which-is-not-solid-nor-moist, which nothing 
can bind or loose, of which in power and energy alone can man have any notion—and even then it wants a 
man who can perceive the Way of Birth in God. 

I am incapable of this. 
No, God forbid! Withdraw into yourself, and it will come; will, and it comes to pass; throw out of work 

the body's senses, and your Divinity shall come to birth; purge from yourself the brutish torments, the 
things of matter. 

I have tormentors then in me? 
Yes, not a few; fearful ones and manifold. The first is Not-knowing; the second one is Grief; the third, 

Intemperance; the fourth, Concupiscence; the fifth, Unrighteousness; the sixth is Avarice; the seventh, 
Error; the eighth is Envy; the ninth, Guile; the tenth is Anger; eleventh, Rashness; the twelfth is Malice. 

These are in number twelve; but under them are many more; and creeping through the prison of the 
body they force the man that's placed within to suffer in his senses. But they depart (although not all at 
once) from him who has been taken pity on by God; and this it is which constitutes the manner of Rebirth. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from "The Secret Sermon on the Mountain"  
  
What are these called? They are called Men.  
It is a daring work, this making of man, with eyes inquisitive, and talkative of tongue, with power 

henceforth to hear things even which are no concern of his, dainty of smell, who will use to its full his 
power of touch on everything. 

Have you, his generator, judged it good to leave him free from care, who in the future daringly will 
gaze upon the fairest mysteries of Nature? Would you leave him without a grief, who in the days to come 
will make his thoughts reach into mysteries beyond the Earth? 



 

 

Men will dig up the roots of plants, and will find out their juices' qualities. Men will observe the nature 
of the stones. Men will dissect not only irrational animals, but they will dissect themselves, desiring to find 
out how they were made. They will stretch out their daring hands even to the sea, and cutting self-grown 
forests down will ferry one another over to lands beyond. Men will seek out as well the inner nature of the 
holy spaces which no foot may tread, and will chase after them into the height, desiring to observe the 
nature of the motion of the Heaven. 

These are yet moderate things which they will do. For nothing more remains than Earth's remotest 
realms; moreover, in their daring they will track out Night, the farthest Night of all. 

They have nothing, then, to stop them from receiving their initiation in the good of freedom from all 
pain, and, unconstrained by terror's grievous goads, from living softly out a life free from all care. 

Then will they not put on the armour of an over-busy daring up to Heaven? Will they not, then, reach 
out their souls freed from all care to the primal elements themselves? 

Teach them henceforth to long to plan out something, where they have as well to fear the danger of its 
ill-success, in order that they may be tamed by the sharp tooth of pain in failure of their hopes. 

Let the too busy nature of their souls be balanced by desires, and fears, and griefs, and empty hopes. 
Let loves in quick succession sway their souls, hopes, manifold desires, sometimes fulfilled, and 

sometimes unfulfilled, that the sweet bait of their success may draw them into struggle amid direr ills. 
Let fever lay its heavy hand on them, that losing heart they may submit desire to discipline. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'The Virgin of the World'  
  
 

Humans, relationship to God 
  
First God; second the Cosmos; third is man. 
The Cosmos is for man's sake; and man, for God's. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3 
  
I know thee, Thrice-Greatest Hermes [Logos], and thou knowest me; and I am thou, and thou art I. Thy 

Name is mine, and mine is thine; for that I am thy likeness. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1  

  
I stood on a lofty mountain and saw a gigantic man, and another, a dwarf; and I heard as it were a voice 

of thunder, and drew near to hear; and He spoke to me and said: I am you, and you are Me; and wherever 
you are I am there. In all I am scattered [the Logos as seed], and whenever and whatever you will, you 
gather Me; and gathering Me, you gather Yourself. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1, from the Gospel of Eve, quoted by Epiphanius, Haeres., 
xxvi, 3.  

  
To understand God is difficult; to speak of Him impossible, even for one who can understand. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, quoted by Justin Martyr; also by Lactantius, D. I. Epit., 
4; Cyril Alex., Con.Jul., i, 31; and Stobaeus, Flor., lxxx [lxxviii], 94 (Ex. ii, 1).  

  
 

Identification, attachment 
  
All things on the Earth are alien from every part of kinship with the Gods, that is, all things that are 

possessed by bodily desires—to which we rightly give the name "possessions", in that they are not born 
with us, but later on begin to be possessed by us; wherefore we call them by the name possessions. 

All such things, then, are alien from man—even his body. So that we can despise not only what we long 
for, but also that from which the vice of longing comes to us. 

For just as far as the increase of reason leads our soul, so far one should be man; in order that by 
contemplating the divine, one should look down upon, and disregard the mortal part, which has been joined 
to him through the necessity of helping in the lower world. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The perfect Sermon'  
  
 



 

 

Ignorance, and causes of 
  
The soul's vice is ignorance. For the soul which has no knowledge of the things that are, or knowledge 

of their nature, or of the Good, is blinded by the body's passions and tossed about. 
This wretched soul, not knowing what she is, becomes the slave of bodies of strange form in sorry 

plight, bearing the body as a load; not as the ruler, but as the ruled. This ignorance is the soul's vice. 
But on the other hand the virtue of the soul is Gnosis. For he who knows is both good and pious, and, 

still while on the earth, is divine. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The Key'  

  
 

Immortality 
  
Not every animal is mortal; not every animal, immortal. 
That which can be dissolved, can also be destroyed; the unchangeable is permanent; the that-which-

does-not-change, is the eternal. 
What is for ever becoming [or is born], for ever also is destroyed [and dies]; what once for all becomes, 

is never more destroyed, nor does it ever become some other thing. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
 

Laws, general 
  
Now what supports the whole World is Providence; what holds it together and encircles it is called 

Necessity; what drives all on and drives them round, is Fate, bringing Necessity to bear on them, for its 
nature is to bring Necessity into play, and it is the cause of both birth and death. 

So, then, the Cosmos is beneath the sway of Providence (for it is the first to meet with it); but 
Providence itself extends itself to Heaven. 

Fate extends itself into the Cosmos; for which cause, too, Necessity encompasses the Cosmos. 
And Providence foreknows; but Fate is the reason of the disposition of the Stars [and events]. 
Such is the law that no one can escape, by which all things are ordered. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of the Whole Economy'  
  
 

Life (general) 
  
Know that what sees in you and hears is the Lord's Word (Logos); but Mind is Father-God. They are 

not separate the one from other; but rather it is in their union that Life consists. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, Poemandres ('Shepherd of Men')  

  
 

Life, origin of 
  
Be not ungrateful to thy Creator, for he has given thee life. ‘I am the Fount of Light; I pierce the 

Darkness. I make clear the Path for all; the Lord of Joy.’ 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1, from Egyptian texts  

  
 

Love, of God 
  
When the soul once knows the Author of its Peace, it is filled with wondrous love, and with 

forgetfulness of every ill, and can no more keep from the Good. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
 
 



 

 

Mind 
  
The mind is in God; the reasoning faculty is in man. The reason is in the mind; and the mind is above 

all suffering. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
 

Mysticism, sayings 
  
The birth of man is the beginning of his dissolution; man's dissolution is the beginning of his birth. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  
  
 

Name, spiritual 
  
The Name of God is 'That which pervades the whole universe'. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Iamblichus  
  
 

Names, and naming 
  
But God is one; and He who is one needs not a name, for He as one is The-beyond-all-names. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Lactantius  
  
God has no name, for He has no need for a distinctive name, inasmuch as He is alone, nor has He any 

parents, in that He is both from Himself and by Himself. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Lactantius  

  
Now to the Father of all no name can be given; seeing that He is ingenerable; for by whatsoever name 

one may be called, he has as his elder the one who gives the name. But 'Father', and 'God', and 'Creator', 
and 'Lord', and 'Master' are not names, but terms of address derived from His blessings and His works. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Justin Martyr, II.Apologia,vi  
  
 

Nature 
  
Science and art constitute the energy, action and operation of the rational. 
Irrational [animal] lives, through deprivation of the rational, are and are called irrational. According to 

this reasoning, therefore, it follows of necessity that irrational lives are without any share in science or in 
art, through deprivation of the rational. 

How, then, do we see some of the irrational creatures using both intelligence, and art?—the ants, for 
instance, storing their food for winter, and in like fashion too the birds building their nests, and the four-
footed beasts each knowing their own holes. 

These things they do neither by science nor by art, but by the force of nature. Science and art are 
teachable; but none of these irrationals is taught a thing. Things done by nature are so done by reason of the 
general energy of things. 

Things done by art and science are achieved by those who know, and not by all. Things done by all are 
brought into activity by nature through the incorporeal energies found in bodies, and that act through 
bodies. 

For ‘bodying’ itself is an eternal exercise of energy. If the bodies are on earth they are subject to 
dissolution; yet these bodies must always exist on earth to serve as places and organs for the energies. The 
energies, however, are immortal, and the immortal is eternally ‘bodymaking’. 

The energies accompany the soul, though they do not all appear at once. Some of them energize the 
man the moment he is born; whereas the purer ones, with change of age, co-operate with the soul’s rational 
part. 



 

 

The soul, however, is not forever in a mortal body, for it can be without the body; whereas the energies 
can never be without the bodies. 

This is a sacred saying (logos) son: Body apart from soul cannot persist; but its being can. By which is 
meant that when soul leaves the body, the body itself remains. 

But even when so abandoned, as long as it remains, it is in activity, being broken up and made to 
disappear. For body without the exercise of energy could not experience these things. This energy, 
accordingly, continues with the body when the soul has gone. 

This, therefore, is the difference between an immortal body and a mortal one—that the immortal 
consists of one single matter, but this body does not. 

The former is active, and the latter is passive. 
And energy of every kind is free from death, no matter what it is, or in what body. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Energy and Feeling'  
  
 

Nature, as a reflection of spiritual world 
  
For every birth of flesh ensouled, and of the fruit of seed, and every handiwork, though it decay, shall of 

necessity renew itself, both by the renovation of the Gods and by the turning-round of Nature's rhythmic 
wheel. 

The Godhead is Nature's ever-making-new-again the cosmic mixture, but Nature herself is also co-
established in that Godhead. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from the 'Sacred Sermon'  
  
 

Piety, devotion, reverence 
  
The one means of protection is piety. For neither does an evil daimon nor Fate rule over the pious man. 

For God saves the pious man from every ill. The one and only good found in mankind is piety. 
And what piety [devotion] means is ‘Gnosis of God’. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Lactantius  
  
The righteous man finds his defense in serving God and deepest piety. For God doth guard such men 

from every ill. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, quoted by Lactantius  

  
To honor God means this: constant, attentive service.  
  
 

Prayers, hymns, exhortations, praises 
  
Oh Heaven, source of our begetting, Oh Air, Oh Hands and holy Breath of God our Monarch, Oh you 

most brilliant Stars, eyes of the Gods, Oh tireless light of Sun and Moon, co-nurslings of our origin—
absent from you all we suffer piteously. 

And more than this, in that from spacious realms of light, from outside of the holy envelope and 
wealthy dome, and from the blessed government we shared with Gods, we shall be thus shut down into 
these honourless and lowly quarters. 

What is the so unseemly thing we miserables have done? What crime deserves these punishments? How 
many sins await us wretched ones? How many are the things we have to do in this our hopeless plight, 
necessities to furnish for this watery frame that is so soon dissolved? 
 For no longer shall our eyes behold the souls of God; when through such watery spheres as these we see 
our own forefather Heaven grown small and tiny, we shall dissolve in sighs—nay, there will be times we 
shall not see at all, for sentence has been passed on us poor things; the gift of real sight hath not been given 
to us, in that it has not been permitted us to see without the light. Windows they are, not eyes! 

How wretchedly shall we endure to hear our kindred breaths breathe in the air, when we no longer shall 
be breathing with them! For home, instead of this great world high in the air, a heart's small mass awaits us. 
Set us free from bonds so base as these to which we have sunk down, and end our grief! 



 

 

Oh Lord, and Father, and our Maker, if so it be Thou hast thus quickly grown indifferent to the works of 
Your own Hands, appoint for us some limits! Still deem us worthy of some words, though they be few, 
while yet we can see through the whole world-order bright on every side! 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'The Virgin of the World'  
  
Who, then, may sing praise to Thee?  
Whither, again, am I to turn my eyes to sing Thy praise; above, below, within, without? 
There is no way, and no place about Thee, nor any other thing of things that are. 
All are in Thee; all are from Thee, O Thou who gives all and takes nothing, for Thou hast all and there 

is nothing that Thou hast not. 
And when, O Father, shall I hymn Thee? For none can seize Thy hour or time. 
For what, again, shall I sing hymn? For things that Thou hast made, or things Thou hast not? For things 

Thou hast made manifest, or things Thou hast concealed? 
How, further, shall I hymn Thee? As being of myself? As having something of mine own? As being 

other? 
For that Thou art whatever I may be; Thou art whatever I may do; Thou art whatever I may speak. 
For Thou art all, and there is nothing else which Thou art not. Thou art all that which exists, and Thou 

art what does not exist—Mind when Thou thinkest, and Father when Thou makest, and God when Thou 
dost energize, and Good and Maker of all things. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Though Unmanifest God is most Manifest'  
  
 

Providence 
  
Fore-knowledge [providence] is God's Order; Necessity is the handmaiden to Fore-knowledge. 
Fortune is the course of the disorderly—the image of activity [energy] and untrue opinion. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  
  
 

Seeking, searching, for the spiritual 
  
Seek for God, and you will be seeking for the Beautiful. One is the Path that leads to It—Devotion 

joined with Gnosis. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'In God alone is God and Elsewhere Nowhere'  

  
 

Soul 
  
And all are full of Soul, and all are moved by it, each in its proper way; some round the Heaven, others 

around the Earth. For every living body consists of soul and matter, whether that body be of an immortal, 
or a mortal, or an irrational life. 

For that all living bodies are ensouled; whereas, on the other hand, those that do not live, are matter by 
itself. 

And, in like fashion, Soul when in its own self is, after its own maker, the cause of life; but the cause of 
all life is He who makes the things that cannot die. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Mind unto Hermes'  
  
Mind [God] is the Good Daimon. Blessed is the soul that is most filled with Him, and wretched is the 

soul that's empty of the Mind. 
Do you think that every soul has the Good Mind? For it is of Him we speak, not of the mind [of man] 

sent down for the soul's chastisement. 
For soul without the mind "can neither speak nor act". For the mind often leaves the soul, and at that 

time the soul neither sees nor understands, but is just like a thing that has no reason. Such is the power of 
mind. 

Yet it does not endure a sluggish soul, but leaves such a soul tied to the body and bound tight down by 
it. Such a soul does not have Mind; and therefore such a one should not be called a man. For man is a thing-



 

 

of-life divine; man is not measured with the rest of lives of things upon the earth, but with the lives above 
in heaven, who are called gods. 

But there is more, if we must boldly speak the truth. For the true "man" is even higher than the gods, or 
at the very least the gods and men are every whit equal in power. 

For none of the gods in heaven shall come down on the earth, over-stepping heaven's limit; whereas 
man mounts up to heaven and measures it; he knows what things of it are high, what things are low, and 
learns precisely all things else besides. And greater than all, without even quitting earth, he ascends above, 
such is the sweep of his ecstasy. 

For this cause we can dare to say that man on earth is god subject to death, while god in heaven is man 
immune from death. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The Key'  
  
The Soul is in itself incorporeal essence, and even when in the body it by no means departs from the 

essentiality peculiar to itself. 
Its nature is, according to its essence, to be for ever moving, according to its thought to be purely self-

motive, not moved in something, nor towards something, nor yet because of something. 
For it is prior to them in power, and prior stands not in any need of consequents. 
"In something", furthermore means space, and time, and nature; "towards something" this means 

harmony, and form, and figure; "because of something" means body, for it is because of the body that there 
is time, and space, and nature. 

Now all these things are in connection with each other by means of a congenital relationship. 
For instance, the body must have space, for it would be past all contriving that a body should exist 

without a space. 
It changes, too, in nature, and it is impossible for change to be apart from time, and from the movement 

nature makes; nor is it further possible for there to be a composition of a body apart from harmony. 
It is because of body, then, that space exists; for by its reception of the changes of the body, it does not 

let a thing that is changing pass away. 
But, changing, it alternates from one thing to another, and is deprived of being in a permanent 

condition, but not of being a body. 
For body, qua body, remains body; but any special moment of its state does not remain. 
The body, then, keeps changing in its states. 
And so, space is incorporeal, and time, and natural motion; but each of these has naturally its own 

peculiar property. 
The property of space is receptivity; of time, interval and number; of nature, motion; of harmony, love; 

of body, change. 
The special nature of the Soul, however, is essential thought. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Soul' I  
  
The soul's irrational part is mortal; its rational part, immortal. All essence is immortal; all essence is free 

from change. All that exists is twofold; nothing of existing things remains. Not all are moved by soul; the 
soul moves all that does exist. 

["Ex-istence": the coming out of pure being into the state of becoming.] 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
Water is a body void of reason condensed from many compound things into a fluid mass, whereas the 

soul is a thing of individual nature, and of a royal kind, a work of God's own hands and mind, and of itself 
led by itself to mind. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'From the Sermon of Isis to Horus'  
  
 

Sound 
  
For it is the quality of the sound, the very power of the Egyptian names [in this sermon], that have in 

themselves the ability to bring into act what is said. 



 

 

So as far as you can, keep this sermon from translation; in order that such mighty mysteries may not 
come to the Greeks, and the disdainful speech of Greece, with all its looseness, and its surface beauty, so to 
speak, take all the strength out of the solemn and the strong, energetic speech of the Names. 

The Greeks, have novel words, good for argumentation only; and thus the philosophizing of the Greeks 
is the ‘noise of words’. 

But we do not use words; we use sounds filled full with deeds. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Definitions of Asclepius to King Ammon'  

  
 

Substance, and matter 
  
Matter has both been born and it has been before it came into existence; for Matter is the vessel of 

genesis, and genesis, the mode of energy of God, who is free from all necessity of genesis, and pre-exists. 
Matter, accordingly, by its reception of the seed of genesis, did come herself to birth, and so became 

subject to change, and, being shaped, took forms; for she, contriving the forms of her own changing, 
presided over her own changing self. 

The unborn state of Matter, then, was formlessness; its genesis is its being brought into activity. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Matter'  

  
Things subject to dissolution both wax and wane. 
The matter that is dissolved, undergoes two contrary transformings — death and birth; but everlasting 

matter, changes either to its own self, or into things like to itself. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
 

Suffering 
  
All that suffers is sensible; not all that is sensible suffers. 
All that feels pain, also has experience of pleasure—a mortal life; not all that experiences pleasure also 

feels pain—a life immortal. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  

  
 

Teaching 
  
Such words as these [esoteric teachings] have very very few to give them ear; in fact they will likely not 

even have the few. 
They have, moreover, some strange force peculiar to themselves; for they provoke the evil all the more 

to do bad. 
Wherefore you should protect the many from themselves, for they ignore the power of what has been 

said. 
What is meant by this? 
All that is in man is animal, more prone to bad than to good; worse, it cohabits with it, because it is in 

love with it. 
Now if this animal should learn that the Cosmos is subject to genesis, and all things come and go 

according to Fore-knowledge [Providence] and by Necessity, with Fate ruling all—in no time it would 
grow worse than it is now, and thinking scorn of the whole universe as being subject to genesis, and 
referring all the causes of the bad to Fate, it would then never cease from every evil deed. 

Wherefore, care should be taken for them, in order that being left in ignorance, they may become less 
bad through fear of the unknown. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Piety and True Philosophy'  
  
 
 
 
 



 

 

Time 
  
Now to find out concerning the three times; for they are neither by themselves, nor yet are they at-oned; 

and yet again they are both at-oned and by themselves as well. 
For should you think that the present is without the past, it cannot be present unless it has become 

already past. 
For the present comes from the past, and the future goes from the present. 
But we have to scrutinize it more closely, so: 
Past time passes into no longer being present, and future time does not exist, in its not being present; 

and even present is not present, in its continuing on. 
Time, then, which stands not steady, but which is ever on the turn, without a central point at which to 

stop—how can it be called in-stant [‘in-standing’], seeing that it has no power to stand? 
Again, past joining the present, and present joining the future, they thus are one; for they are not 

without the other two in their sameness, and their oneness, and their continuity. 
Thus, then, time is both continuous and discontinuous, though one and the same time. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Time'  
  
 

Transformation, of evil into good 
  
But he who is a devotee of God, will bear with all—once he has sensed the Gnosis. For such a one all 

things, even though they be bad for others, are for him good; for he deliberately refers them all to the 
Gnosis. And, a thing most marvelous, it is he alone who makes bad things good. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'On Thought and Sense'  
  
 

Truth 
  
No, we can only have a notion of Truth—and that too if God will. 
All things, accordingly, that are on earth, are not the Truth; they are only copies of the True. And these 

are not all things, but few of them; the rest consist of falsity and error and shows of mere images. 
Whenever the appearance receives the influx from above, it turns into a copy of the Truth; but without 

receiving energy from above it remains false, just as a portrait indicates the body in the picture, but in itself 
is not a body, in spite of the appearance of the thing that is seen. It is seen as having eyes; but it sees 
nothing, hears nothing at all. The picture, too, has all the other things, but they are false, tricking the sight 
of the beholders—who think that they see what is true, while what they see is really false. 

All, then, who do not see what is false see truth. 
If, then, we so comprehend, or see, each one of these just as it really is, we really comprehend and see. 

But if we comprehend, or see, things contrary to that which is, we shall not comprehend, nor shall we know 
anything that is true. 

For Truth is in no way on the earth, nor can it be. 
But some men can have an idea of it—should God grant them the power of godly vision. 
Thus there is nothing true on earth. All are appearances and shows. For Truth is the most perfect virtue, 

the very highest Good, by matter undisturbed, uncircumscribed by body—naked, and evident, changeless, 
august, unalterable Good. 

But things down here, you see what they are—not able to receive this Good, corruptible, and passible, 
dissolvable, changeful, and ever altering, being born from one another. 

Things, then, that are not true even to their own selves, how can they possibly be true? 
For all that alters is untrue; it does not stay in what it is, but shows itself to us by changing its 

appearances one into another. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'Of Truth'  

  
Understanding 

  
Understand the Light and make friends with it. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, Poemandres ('Shepherd of Men')  



 

 

Use, or goal, end, purpose 
  
To God, even things which men think mean are beautiful, in that in truth they have been made to serve 

the laws of God. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, 'The Virgin of the World'  

  
 

Visions, locutions 
  
But as it is, we are not yet strung to the Vision, and have not as yet the power in our mind's eye to 

unfold and gaze upon the Beauty of the Good—Beauty that nothing can ever corrupt or any comprehend. 
For you will only gaze upon it when you can say no word concerning It. For Gnosis of the Good is holy 

silence and a giving holiday to every sense. 
For neither can he who perceives It, perceive anything else; nor he who gazes on It, gaze on anything 

else; nor hear anything else, nor stir his body any way. Staying his body's every sense and every motion he 
stays still. 

And shining then all round his mind, It shines through his whole soul, and draws it out of body, 
transforming all of him to essence. 

For it is possible, my son, that a man's soul should be made like to God, even while it still is in a body, 
if it contemplates the Beauty of the Good. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'The Key'  
  
 

Warfare, spiritual 
  
"He is the King of Glory, the Mighty in War." By War he means the ‘war in the body’, for the plasm is 

compounded of warring elements, as it is written: ‘Remember the war that is warred in the body.’ 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1 

  
 

Way(s) 
  
You see how many are the bodies through which we have to pass, how many are the choirs of 

daimones, how vast the system of the star-courses through which our Path lies, to hasten to the One and 
Only God. 

For to the Good there is no other shore; It has no bounds; It is without an end; and for Itself It is without 
beginning, too, though to us it seems to have one—the Gnosis. 

Therefore to It Gnosis is no beginning; rather it is that Gnosis affords to us the first beginning of Its 
being known. 

Let us lay hold, therefore, of the beginning, and quickly speed through all we have to pass. 
It is very hard, to leave the things we have grown used to, which meet our gaze on every side, and turn 

ourselves back to the Old Old Path. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from the 'Cup [or Monad]'  

  
 

Word, as Logos 
  
For that the Son of God [Logos] having power in all things, becoming all things that He willeth, 

appeareth as He willeth to each. 
"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.1, Zosimus, quoting from the "Inner Door" (a lost 

Hermetical treatise)  
  
 
 
 
 



 

 

Work, summary/overview 
  
Just as man cannot live apart from Life, so neither can God live without His doing good. For this is as it 

were the life and motion as it were of God—to move all things and make them live. 
All are in God, but not as lying in a place. For place is both a body and immovable, and things that lie 

do not have motion. 
Now things lie one way in the bodiless, another way in being made manifest. 
Think, then, of Him who contains them all; and think, that nothing is more comprehensive than the 

bodiless, and nothing is swifter, or more potent, but it is the most comprehensive, the swiftest, and most 
potent of them all. 

And, so, when one is thinking, one’s soul can go into any land, immediately. And if it journeys to the 
ocean, there, again, it will be there immediately, not as if passing on from place to place, but as if being 
there. 

And direct it also to mount to heaven, and it will need no wings, nor will anything hinder it, neither the 
fire of the sun, nor aether, nor vortex-swirl, nor bodies of the other stars; but, cutting through them all, it 
will soar up to the last Body of them all. And if you wish to break through this as well, and contemplate 
what is beyond—if there be anything beyond the Cosmos—it is also permitted. 

Behold the power and swiftness that one has! And if you can do all of these things, cannot God also do 
them? 

In this way one can know God, as having all things in Himself as thoughts, the whole Cosmos itself. 
If, then, you do not make yourself like unto God, you cannot not know Him. For like is knowable to 

like alone. 
Make yourself grow to the same stature as the Greatness which transcends all measure; leap away from 

every body; transcend all Time; become Eternity [Aeon]; and in that way you will know God. 
Conceive nothing as impossible to yourself, think yourself deathless and able to know all—all arts, all 

sciences, the way of every life. 
Become more lofty than all height, and lower than all depth. Collect into yourself all senses of all 

creatures—of fire, and water, dry and moist. Think that you are at the same time in every place—in earth, 
in sea, in sky; not yet born, in the womb, young, old, and dead, and in the after-death condition. 

And if you know all these things at once, simultaneously—times, places, doings, qualities, and 
quantities; then you can know God. 

But if you lock up your soul within the body, and debase it, saying: I know nothing; I can do nothing; I 
fear the sea; I cannot scale the sky; I don’t know who I was, who I shall be—what is there then that 
connects God and yourself? 

For you can know nothing of beautiful and good things so long as you love your body and are still bad. 
The greatest bad there is, is not to know God's Good; but to be able to know Good, and will, and hope, 

is a Straight Way, the Good's own Path, both leading there, and easy. 
If you only but set one foot on this Path, it will meet you everywhere, it will be seen everywhere, both 

where and when you don’t expect it—while waking, sleeping, sailing, journeying, by night, by day, 
speaking, and saying nothing. For there is nothing that is not an image of the Good. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.2, from 'Mind unto Hermes'  
  
The spiritual man, one who knows himself, should not accomplish anything by means of magic, even 

though he thinks it a good thing, nor should he force Necessity, but suffer her to take her course, according 
to her nature and decree; he should progress by seeking only through the knowledge of himself and God, to 
gain the Trinity that none can name, and let Fate do whatever she will to her own clay—that is, the body. 

"Thrice-Greatest Hermes", by G.R.S. Mead, vol.3, from Zosimus  


